In this paper, we study calibration of all components in optical measurement system, which is a fundamental issue in optical measurement. For physical components we use Zhang's method to calibrate the binocular cameras. And we utilize Zhang's method in fringe projection profilometry to calibrate the projector, in which detailed calibration steps are given. For virtual components, three vital coordinate systems need to calibrate in our measurement system. We use cloud registration and epipolar rectification algorithm to locate their position and orientation. The results show that accuracy of physical components' calibration parameters is enough and calibration algorithm for virtual components is feasible.
Introduction
With the development of the manufacturing industry, three-dimensional (3D) profile measurement of complex parts has received considerable attention. Reconstruction the 3D data of complex parts using optical measurement system is a significant challenge in 3D measurement because inter-reflections and strong reflections often occur in measurement process. Fringe projection profilometry (FPP) is one of the most widely used techniques in practical 3D shape measurements, because of it's high-accuracy and speed, especially it's dense reconstruction cloud which can reflect the surface profile. [1] Using FPP to obtain 3D data of complex parts easily leads to phase calculation error because of inter-reflections and strong reflections. For strong reflections, the intensity of some pixels on images captured by cameras is easily saturated. Many methods have been proposed to address this issue. [2, 3] For inter-reflections, surfaces adjacent to each other are likely from mixed fringe. Using polarization to separate mixed fringe is one approach to measure 3D cloud of this type complex parts. [4] Calibration is a fundamental issue on optical measurement system. In our paper, for measuring 3D surface profile of complex parts, there are two groups component to be calibrated. One group is physical components including intrinsic and extrinsic parameter of cameras and projector. Another group is virtual components including posture of pre-input model cloud in system and transformation of measured cloud after rectification of stereo pairs in cloud reconstruction procedure. [5] Paper in the following we state the principle of calibration method first and then show the experiment results, draw a conclusion finally.
Principle 2.1 Calibration of physical components principle
Our optical measurement system consists of binocular cameras and a projector. The projector projects sinusoidal fringe pattern on parts and then FPP is used for reconstruction 3D cloud. Therefore, determining the camera and projector's intrinsic parameters and their extrinsic parameters before measurement is needed.
Binocular cameras are calibrated by Zhang's method. [6] In our system, a planar pattern with circular points at several different orientations is showed to the camera. Pixel coordinates extracting from the center of circular point are data sources for calibration. Camera's intrinsic parameters include two focal lengths, two optical centers and four lens distortion parameters. We set left camera as the origin of world coordinate system, thus the extrinsic parameters of binocular cameras mean that right camera's position and orientation reference to left camera. Once intrinsic parameters are known, the extrinsic parameters for each image are readily computed.
By treating the projector as a camera, we can calibrate it's intrinsic parameters (focal length, optical center and lens distortion) and extrinsic parameters (position and orientation reference to left camera) using Zhang's method. [8] The remaining issue is the calibration data sources. For FPP method which we use in our measurement system, it is easy to establish mapping relationship between image point of camera and image point of projector using phase value.
Assuming that a point on left camera is 
Calibration of virtual components principle
To obtain 3D cloud data of complex parts, optical measurement system often preinputs model cloud to hackle with the issue of inter-reflections. [7] This cloud model ought to transform to coordinate system of parts placed. And in FPP, rectification of stereo pairs is applied to accelerate phase matching speed. Therefore, 3D cloud reconstructed locates epipolar standard geometry and also transforming it to coordinate system of parts placement is necessary. These three coordinate systems are virtual components needed to calibrate in our measurement system. Fig. 2 Transformation of three coordinate systems Firstly, cloud model coordinate system translates to epipolar rectification coordinate system, which can be finished by cloud registration. In our method, cloud registration is a coarse registration first and then fine registration scheme. After registration of cloud model and the first measured cloud, we get transformation matrix 2 2 [R , T ] between them.
Secondly, epipolar rectification coordinate system translates to world coordinate system. Assuming transformation matrix between them is 1 1 [R , T ] , which is finished by rectification of stereo pairs algorithm. Thus transforming cloud model from 
Experiments and results

Experimental setup
Experimental results
The lenses of two cameras we used with focal length fixed at 8mm and the the pixel size of the cameras is 4.5 mm× 4.5 mm. The focal length of our projector's lens is adjustable, thus we don't know it's nominal value. The distance between two cameras is about 140mm, distance between left camera and the projector is about 70mm. 
. Summary
This paper presents the full components calibration in optical measurement system for obtaining complex parts' 3D cloud data. We use Zhang's method to calibrate intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of cameras. By treating the projector as a camera with taking advantage of mapping relationship between image point of camera and image point of projector in FPP method, we calibrate parameters of projector successfully and give the detailed calibration steps. The results show that accuracy of calibration parameters is enough.
Also in this paper, we use cloud registration algorithm to determine position and orientation of three vital coordinate systems in the optical measurement system. The results show that these coordinate systems are located correctly.
